“THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD RESTS WITH THE CHILD”
EGLANTYNE JEBB, FOUNDER, SAVE THE CHILDREN

Together, we can give kids a strong and healthy
start in life, so they can grow up and
change the world!
What are your hopes and dreams for children?
Help make them happen tonight.

MESSAGE FROM THE CO-CHAIRS

Dear Friends,
Millions of boys and girls have better lives
and brighter futures because of the efforts of
Save the Children and the many people that
support their work. We are thrilled and very
grateful to everyone who is joining us tonight,
as we recognise all that has been achieved for
children over the past 100 years and recommit
to the work ahead.
Photo: Pim Ras/Save the Children

ARTICLE 22 – YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO SPECIAL PROTECTION AND HELP
IF YOU ARE A REFUGEE.
Increasing girls’ participation in sport helps
develop their resilience, confidence and their
understanding of their human rights. Together
with the Arsenal Foundation, Save the Children
runs football programmes across Jordan and
Indonesia in conjunction with our multi-activity
centres.
Girls are given psychosocial support delivered
through the sport they love, building their
emotional and mental wellbeing. Our unique
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programmes also help girls to find their voice
and speak out about the issues that affect them,
such as child marriage.

Since 1919, when Save the Children’s founder
Eglantyne Jebb worked to save the lives of
starving children behind the British Blockade,
this organisation has been fighting for
children in the hardest to reach and toughest
environments.
Thanks to the tremendous generosity of
their supporters, Save the Children reached
40.8 million children worldwide through their
health, education, and protection activities
in 2018. From the UK alone, the Children’s
Emergency Fund responded to 87 emergencies
across 38 countries.

It can sometimes feel like nothing we give is
ever enough, and that no matter how much
we care, we can’t make a difference. But every
gesture, however simple can change a child’s
life. By supporting one school in Syria we can
put a smile on hundreds of young faces, by
supporting a clinic in Cox’s Bazar we can end
terrible suffering, by providing food vouchers in
Yemen we can give a family dignity. Any act of
kindness to children – even if it might seem like
a humble contribution – will bring back hope.
And for many children, all they have is hope.
Tonight is about hope. We would like to thank
our incredible friends on the Event Committee,
the evening’s artists and everyone else who
has helped make this evening possible. And
we welcome everyone who would like to join
us in bringing hope to the world’s children. By
bidding on auction lots or making a donation
you will change a child’s life, perhaps many
children’s lives and keep their hope alive.
Please be as generous as you can!

£8,800
enables 1,000 girls to participate
in our award-winning football and
psychosocial programmes.

Helena Bonham Carter

Arabella Duffield

Dora Loewenstein

Co-Chairs, Save the Children Centenary Gala
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GALA COMMITTEE

HOST:

David Walliams
Photo: Charlie Forgham-Bailey/Save the Children

EVENT COMMITTEE:

ARTICLE 24 – YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO THE BEST HEALTH POSSIBLE AND TO MEDICAL
CARE AND TO INFORMATION THAT WILL HELP YOU TO STAY WELL.
Mary is at Galilee clinic, in the DRC, where
she receives her vaccinations, including against
pneumonia. Save the Children is working across
the DRC to ensure that children stay healthy
despite the complex humanitarian crisis.
Last year, nearly 1 million under-fives around
the world died from pneumonia. It kills more
children than any other disease. But we know
how to prevent and treat pneumonia and we're
getting life-saving vaccines to children.
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Vaccinations are the most cost-effective way of
preventing illness, with an economic return of
c.£12 for every £1 invested.

£35,000
could pay for the equipment to give lifesaving vaccinations to 10,000 children
living in conflict.
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Alison Green
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Zein Kurdi
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Charlotte Macleod
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Nicholas Allott
Matt Clifford
Paul Lyon-Maris
Paul Pacifico

Tim Rice
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Caryn Tomlinson
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PROGRAMME OF THE EVENING

AUGUSTUS
MARTIN

7.30pm		Reception with the Rag-Time Band
Silent Auction opens
8.15pm

Guests take their seats for dinner

8.25pm

Welcome by the evening's host – David Walliams

PROVIDING SOLUTIONS
FOR BRANDS AND RETAILERS

8.30pm

Address by HRH The Princess Royal, Patron, Save the Children

8.35pm

Dinner is served

9.25pm

The Story of Eglantyne Jebb, founder, Save the Children
... whose vision, courage and determination changed the way the world
regards and treats children, when she pioneered the then revolutionary
concept of children having human rights.

PRINT PRODUCTION

10.25pm

“You Are Not Alone” written and performed by Emeli Sandé
		and children from Chickenshed

10.35pm

The Centenary Pledge conducted by David Walliams and Luke Evans

10.45pm

Aftershow with The AllStars
Pudding canapés and coffee

11.00pm

Silent Auction closes

Midnight

Carriages

2022 DESIGN
E-MANAGEMENT

PROJECT LEADERSHIP

NEW MEDIASTORE
R&D

PROTOTYPING & CAD
STORE SUPPORT

COMPLIANCE

STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION
SPECIAL EFFECTS
OUTDOOR MEDIA

PROUD TO SUPPORT
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MENU
FIRST COURSE
Cured yellow fin tuna, cucumber pickle, avocado,
crab, radish, jalapeño and yuzu granite

MAIN COURSE
Cornish duck glazed with honey, rosemary and thyme, spiced rhubarb,
potato gratin dauphinois, pickled spring mushrooms and duck poivrade

PUDDINGS
Gooseberry and elderflower mini ice cream cone
Malted chocolate truffle, cacao nibs, edible gold
Mini dark chocolate ice cream bomb
Lime meringue, organic lemon curd, tarragon sugar tuile
Raspberry sphere, black pepper sable, lemon and basil yoghurt

WINE
Clarendelle, inspired by Haut-Brion, blanc 2018
Clarendelle, inspired by Haut-Brion, rouge 2015
Wines generously donated by HRH Prince Robert of Luxembourg
on behalf of Domaine Clarence Dillon

Oksana Kutcheruk, Prima ballerina from the National Opera Ballet of Bordeaux

CLARENDELLE
INSPIRED BY

HAUT-BRION

A simple taste of Elegance
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THE STORY OF EGLANTYNE JEBB, FOUNDER, SAVE THE CHILDREN

It was Spring 1919, when the determined young
English woman, Eglantyne Jebb, started her brave
and pioneering fight to save the world’s hardest
to reach and most vulnerable children.
Horrified by the millions of children left starving
in Germany and Austria after the First World War,
Eglantyne stood in Trafalgar Square and handed
out leaflets that showed the emaciated children
with a headline: “The British Blockade has caused
this – millions of children are starving to death.”
Passersby turned away from the disturbing flyer
but Eglantyne was determined not to let people
ignore the devastation caused by the British
government. Her passion and determination led
to her being arrested for treason. She was found
guilty and fined for her protest. But the judge
was so impressed with Eglantyne’s rhetoric that
he paid her fine. His money became the first
donation to Save the Children.

Exploiting the publicity around the trial, Eglantyne
called a meeting at the Royal Albert Hall on 19
May 1919, a meeting that was to raise awareness
of the devastation the British Blockade was
causing. A hostile crowd arrived to throw rotten
vegetables at the ‘traitor’ who wanted to ‘give
succour to the enemy’. Eglantyne called out
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‘surely it is impossible, as normal human beings, to
watch children starve to death, without making an
effort to save them’. She soon won over factory
girls and aristocrats, the Pope in the Vatican, even
the wife of the British Prime Minister whose laws
she had defied, donated to the newly launched
Save the Children Fund.
“SURELY IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US
AS NORMAL HUMAN BEINGS,TO
WATCH CHILDREN STARVE TO DEATH
WITHOUT MAKING AN EFFORT TO
SAVE THEM.”
Two years later, in response to the Russian famine,
Eglantyne and Save the Children chartered a
cargo ship, the SS Torcello, to carry 600 tons of
lifesaving food and medical supplies to Russia – an
impressive feat of international negotiations and
logistics that saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
Then, in 1924, Eglantyne, an ardent walker, scaled
Mont Salève, Geneva. It was here she drafted her
pioneering statement of children’s human rights.
Her vision has become the most universally
accepted human rights instrument in history
giving inspiration to the 1989 UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child, a landmark human
rights treaty.
100 years later her legacy continues. Last year
alone, together with the incredible generosity
of our donors and volunteers, Save the Children
changed the lives of more than 40.8 million
children worldwide through health, education, and
protection activities. And our passion and resolve
has never been stronger. With the hopes and
dreams of so many children still being destroyed,
we must continue our founders’ mission: a world
where every child receives a healthy start, a
chance to learn and protection from harm – for a
brighter future that we all share.

Introducing a short play

THE STORY
of

EGLANTYNE JEBB

FOUNDER, SAVE THE CHILDREN

whose vision, courage and determination
changed the way the world regards and treats
children, when she pioneered the then
revolutionary concept of

children having human rights.
Created and written by Charlotte Bogard Macleod
Directed by Anthony Biggs
Animation and Screens by Lisa Wrake
with thanks also to Glassworks
Lighting Design Woodroffe Bassett Design
Sound Design Ed Clarke
Production Pete Barford
Performed by
Helena Bonham Carter
Sue Perkins
Joely Richardson
Children from Chickenshed
2019 marks not only the centenary of Save the Children but also the 30th anniversary of the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. What better moment to tell the remarkable
story of the revolutionary woman whose all too brief life left such an enduring legacy.

A CENTURY OF CHANGE FOR CHILDREN
1919
After seeing the plight
of children caught in the
aftermath of the First
World War, Eglantyne
Jebb and Dorothy
Buxton founded the
Save the Children Fund.

						 2019

Thanks to our supporters, we have helped millions
of children over the past 100 years. In our second
centenary, we are determined to fight even harder
to ensure that children have the futures they deserve.
To that end, we have made three commitments:

1940s

Much like the child friendly spaces
we run today, we created play
centres in air-raid shelters in large
UK cities to help children cope
during the Second World War. We
launched Hopscotch – the first
playgroup in the UK.

1920s

1930s

1940s

1984

Our staff and partners were the
first to raise the alarm about
the famine that hit Ethiopia. We
distributed life-saving food
supplies, and by September were
feeding 7,000 malnourished
children every day.

1954

The war in Korea left thousands of
children destitute and alone on the
streets. We set up a healthcare clinic,
feeding centre and playground in a
refugee camp in Pusan. We worked
alongside children in Korea for 20 years.

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

•

End pneumonia in under 5’s.The world’s biggest
infectious killer of children can be stopped.

•

Expand early years education. From refugee
camps in the Middle East to impoverished
communities in Africa, what children want most
of all is to learn.

•

Ensure children on the frontlines in conflict
are protected and end impunity for those who
attack them.

2000s

2010s

1963
1930s
1921

We launched our first
major appeal to help
feed children caught
in the Russian famine
– the biggest in history.
We delivered over
600 tons of food,
set up 1,400 kitchens
and fed more than
650,000 people.

1924

We opened our first programme
in Africa – a child welfare
centre in Addis Ababa, Abyssinia
(now Ethiopia).

The Declaration of the Rights of the Child,
originally drafted by Eglantyne Jebb, was
adopted by the League of Nations, the
forerunner to the United Nations.

We started the first hospital
playgroup in the UK at the
Brook Hospital, London.

With the support of our donors,
we were able to increase our response
in emergencies. Our five-year response
to the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake
and tsunami reached one million people.

1970s

1944

Our research into the effects of unemployment
on children’s nutrition in the UK helped to inspire
The Education Act, which made school meals
and milk a requirement for local authorities.

2000s

By the end of the
1970s we were working
alongside children in
120 countries across
six continents.

				

2014

In 2014, during the worst ever outbreak of the deadly Ebola
virus, we reached 4.6 million people, including more than
2 million children, across Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia.
Our teams trained almost 2,000 community health workers,
provided healthcare services, and ran a treatment centre which
increased the country’s bed capacity for Ebola patients by 20%.

1989 The United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child
Article 1

Everyone under 18 has all these rights.

Article 2

You have the right to protection against
discrimination. This means that nobody can
treat you badly because of your colour, sex or
religion, if you speak another language, have a
disability, or are rich or poor.

Article 3

All adults should always do what is best for
you.

Article 4

You have the right to have your rights made a
reality by the government.

Article 5

You have the right to be given guidance by
your parents and family.

Article 6

You have the right to life.

Article 7

You have the right to have a name and a
nationality.

Article 8

You have the right to an identity.

Article 9

You have the right to live with your parents,
unless it is bad for you.

Article 10

If you and your parents are living in separate
countries, you have the right to get back
together and live in the same place.

The first declaration of the Rights of the Child,
drafted by Eglantyne Jebb, founder of Save the Children Fund,
and adopted by the League of Nations in 1924.
Translation:
1. The child must be given the means requisite for its normal development, both
materially and spiritually.

You should not be kidnapped.

Article 12

You have the right to an opinion and for it to
be listened to and taken seriously.

Article 13

You have the right to find out things and say
what you think, through making art, speaking
and writing, unless it breaks the rights of
others.

You have the right to collect information from
the media – radios, newspapers, television,
etc – from all around the world.You should
also be protected from information that could
harm you.

Article 18

You have the right to be brought up by your
parents, if possible.

Article 19

You have the right to be protected from being
hurt or badly treated.

Article 20

You have the right to special protection and
help if you can’t live with your parents.

Article 21

You have the right to have the best care for
you if you are adopted or fostered or living
in care.

Article 22

You have the right to special protection and
help if you are a refugee. A refugee is someone
who has had to leave their country because it
is not safe for them to live there.

Article 23

If you are disabled, either mentally or
physically, you have the right to special care
and education to help you develop and lead a
full life.

Article 24

Article 26

You have the right to help from the government
if you are poor or in need.

Article 27

You have the right to a good enough standard
of living.This means you should have food,
clothes and a place to live.

3. The child must be the first to receive relief in times of distress.

Article 15

Article 29

You have the right to a private life. For
instance, you can keep a diary that other
people are not allowed to see.

You have the right to play and relax by doing
things like sports, music and drama.

Article 32

You have the right to protection from work
that is bad for your health or education.

Article 33

You have the right to be protected from
dangerous drugs.

Article 34

You have the right to be protected from sexual
abuse.

Article 35

No-one is allowed to kidnap you or sell you.

Article 36

You have the right to protection from of any
other kind of exploitation.

Article 37

You have the right not to be punished in a cruel
or hurtful way.

Article 38

You have a right to protection in times of war.
If you are under 15, you should never have to
be in an army or take part in a battle.

Article 40

You have the right to have your living
arrangements checked regularly if you have to
be looked after away from home.

Article 28

5. The child must be brought up in the consciousness that its talents must be
devoted to the service of its fellow man.

Article 31

Article 25

You have the right to think what you like and
be whatever religion you want to be, with your
parents’ guidance.

Article 16

If you come from a minority group, because of
your race, religion or language, you have the
right to enjoy your own culture, practise your
own religion, and use your own language.

Article 39

Article 14

You have the right to be with friends and join
or set up clubs, unless this breaks the rights of
others.

Article 30

You have a right to the best health possible and
to medical care and to information that will
help you to stay well.

2. The child that is hungry must be fed, the child that is sick must be nursed, the
child that is backward must be helped, the delinquent child must be reclaimed,
and the orphan and the waif must be sheltered and succoured.
4. The child must be put in a position to earn a livelihood, and must be
protected against every form of exploitation.
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Article 11

Article 17

You have the right to education.
You have the right to education which tries to
develop your personality and abilities as much
as possible and encourages you to respect
other people’s rights and values and to respect
the environment.

You have the right to help if you have been
hurt, neglected, or badly treated.
You have the right to help in defending yourself
if you are accused of breaking the law.

Article 41

You have the right to any rights in laws in your
country or internationally that give you better
rights than these.

Article 42

All adults and children should know about this
convention.You have a right to learn about
your rights and adults should learn about them
too.
This is a simplified version of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child. It has been signed by 191 countries. The convention
has 54 articles in total.Articles 43 – 54 are about how governments
and international organisations will work to give children their rights.
The official text of the Convention can be obtained from Save the
Children, Education Department, 17 Grove Lane, London SE5 8RD.
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Theatre that celebrates
diversity and inspires
positive change.
Photo: Claudia Janke/Save the Children

ARTICLE 29 – YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION WHICH TRIES TO DEVELOP YOUR
PERSONALITY AND ABILITIES AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE AND ENCOURAGES YOU TO
RESPECT OTHER PEOPLE’S RIGHTS AND VALUES AND TO RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT.
Four million children in the UK are growing
up in poverty, and by age three, the poorest
children are 17 months behind in their
development. We change the story for this
country’s most deprived children. Here,
Haaniyais is learning at one of our Families
Connect sessions in Chorlton. These sessions
focus on supporting parents and children to
learn together in three key areas: Literacy
and Language development, Numeracy and
Emotional development.
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£1,000
could make sure 200 children in the
UK get the support they need to learn
at home and do well at school, and in
later life.

Chickenshed has been changing
lives through inclusive performing
arts activities for over 40 years.
We bring people together,
regardless of ability, background or
circumstance to create inspiring,
diverse and transformative theatre.
Did You Know?
Every year we need to raise
over £2m to continue our
life-changing work.

www.chickenshed.org.uk/supportus
Performance | Education | Membership | Outreach
Registered charity no: 1012369
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Photo: Jonathan Hyams/Save the Children

ARTICLE 6 – YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO LIFE.
Noura, 15 months, with her sister, Shadia, eight,
in their tent in Lahj district,Yemen. Noura
suffers from Severe Acute Malnutrition and is
receiving treatment from Save the Children’s
mobile health team.
85,000 children have died from extreme hunger
since the conflict escalated in Yemen. And
there are 400,000 children who are severely
malnourished and are, right now, at risk of
suffering the same fate.
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This can’t go on.

£15,000
could provide life-saving treatment
and recovery to 100 children that
are suffering from severe acute
malnutrition.

THE ALLSTARS COLLECTIVE

EMELI SANDÉ

The AllStars provide a bridge between the
mysterious world of great music and musicians
and the parties that bring people together –
particularly for great causes. We are proud to
support Save the Children and to have played
a part in their incredible Nights of Music since
2012.
The AllStars musicians for the Centenary Gala:

Having made her mark as a songwriter
in the UK urban scene, Emeli Sandé MBE
became a highly sought-after writer for
an array of international acts, from Alicia
Keys to Rihanna, Katy Perry and Tinie
Tempah. Sandé’s solo success launched
with her first album Our Version of Events,
the biggest selling album in the UK of
2012 and 2013.

Morris Pleasure – MD & keyboard
Michael Timothy – keyboard
Andrew Small – drums
Karl Vanden Bossche – percussion
Steve Lewinson – bass
Adam Bourne – guitar
Jacob Shaw – saxophone
The AllStars Collective is a unique
concentration of musical talent. Formed
in 2003 to bring together the elite
musicians that back the world’s biggest
artists and to deliver their talent and flair
to bespoke special events.
Over the last 15+ years the AllStars have
entertained the great and good without losing
touch with their musical roots, their connection
to the creative community and their authentic
drive to MAKE IT FUNKY!

Kevin Robinson – trumpet
Izzy Chase – vocals
Daniel Pearce – vocals
Rachel Clark – vocals

Sandé performed at both the opening and
closing ceremonies of the London Olympics
and at the White House for Barack Obama.
With over 340 million video views, 19 million
singles sold including 3 x UK No.1 singles, six
million albums including Our Version of Events
being certified platinum seven times in the UK,
Sandé has some of the most impressive stats
in music to her name. Not forgetting the four
BRIT awards (including Best Female twice) and
receiving an MBE for Services to Music in 2018.
Emeli’s new album is the sound of power;
power of freedom, power of growth, and of
authenticity. It was borne from the power of
understanding who you are, and of finally being
able to give to others what you’ve learned for
yourself. “I want people to feel like there will be
a struggle but there will be a release at the end,
and that’s when you can breathe finally, when
you’ve got through it.”
“You Are Not Alone”, being performed
tonight, is an anchoring gospel anthem that
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speaks to the loneliness of life. It’s a song that
acts as a reminder that whatever you’ve been
told, ‘my friend, you are not alone.’ Words we
all need to hear.
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DON’T MISS OUT!
A MAGICAL DINNER PARTY FOR TWELVE

LOT 1

The best unique dinner party you’ll ever host; catered by top chefs Thomasina
Miers, Joseph Trivelli, Stevie Parle and Claire Ptak. Welcome a never-before-seen
culinary collaboration to your home. MasterChef champion, Wahaca founder
and Guardian recipe columnist Thomasina will team up with the geniuses behind
the exquisite dishes at the River Café (Joseph) and Rotorino, Craft London and
Palatino (Stevie), to cook up a storm for you and eleven lucky friends.
And if you’re partial to pudding you’re in luck; as none other than the baker of
Harry and Meghan’s wedding cake and owner of Violet Cakes, Claire Ptak, will
be on hand to create the dessert of your dreams!
Valid from 1 July 2019 until 9 May 2020 not including September, date to be mutually
convenient. Location to be in London, ingredients not included.
Kindly donated by Thomasina Miers, Joseph Trivelli, Stevie Parle and Claire Ptak

YOUR FAMILY IN BEANO

LOT 2

The once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to have your immediate family (don’t forget
your pets) immortalised in cartoon form by star Beano and Dennis & Gnasher
artist, Nigel Parkinson.

SILENT AUCTION

Invite your favourite Beano comic characters along as your co-stars for this
unique prize. Share any funny family stories, habits, quirks or outfits and Beano’s
Editorial Director and Managing Editor will sprinkle over 40 years of story
writing fairy dust to create the most special family heirloom in history, signed
and framed especially for you.
Up to a maximum of five people and two pets. Provided in framed artwork and in digital
format.
Kindly donated by Beano Studios

SPECTACULAR SAFARI FOR FOUR

LOT 3

Design your own ten-day safari in Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda, with a choice
of 20 lodges and beach hotels. Room and Board and game drives are covered
for four people for the duration of the trip, which can be at the time of your
choice during 2019 or 2020. Each property includes a swimming pool, a spa, and
extensive opportunities for game watching, eco-friendly and educational
activities, and other opportunities to discover the beauty of Africa. Choose to
visit the unique Serengeti, the gorillas of Uganda, flamingos on Lake Elmenteita,
Zanzibar’s stunning Stone Town and beaches, the Maasai Mara, the Ngorongoro
Crater, the Selous, or stay in a tented camp with all the luxuries of a traditional
African safari; the choice is yours.
Does not include flights or extras including bar charges.

CHANGING LIVES, BUILDING FUTURES

Kindly donated by an anonymous donor
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DON’T MISS OUT!

FOR YOUR FAMILY

VENETIAN DELIGHTS FOR TWO

LOT 4

The experience of a lifetime for two nights in Venice. You will be welcomed to
the luxurious Belmond Hotel Cipriani. On your first evening head to the 16th
century Palazzo Papadopoli for pre-dinner drinks with Countess Bianca
Arrivabene, then enjoy a sumptuous dinner hosted by the Aman Venice. The next
day, explore the 58th International Art Exhibition – la Biennale di Venezia ‘May
You Live in Interesting Times’. The team at Christie’s Venezia will provide
complimentary entrances and a Biennale guide for two exhibitions. For your
second evening, your table awaits at world-renowned Harry’s Bar. Travel back
to London in timeless elegance on-board the Venice Simplon Orient-Express.

A FAMILY PHOTO SHOOT WITH ONE OF
THE WORLD’S BEST PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOT 7

This rare package includes a private shoot on location, in London or New York,
with a McKay Williamson photographer – arguably the finest – plus £500
creative credit. The only agency where Mark Seliger, Derrick Santini, Gered
Mankowitz, James Blake, and others can be booked privately.

Valid for 14 and 15 October 2019, American breakfast and 24-hour shuttle service to
St Mark’s Square included. Depart Venice 16 October, arrive in London 17 October 2019.

This shoot is valid for up to two adults and four children within 10 miles of the Notting
Hill or TriBeCa studio (often at your home), plus two images as high-res or framed, or
£500 to spend at the studio, at the winner’s discretion. The shoot must be booked within
90 days of winning this prize and used within 12 months. Anything additional – more
time, people, travel or images – available at normal rates. Not available for event shoots.
Previous winners are not eligible.

Kindly donated by Bianca Arrivabene and Christie’s Venezia,
Belmond Ltd, Aman Venice, Harry’s Bar

Kindly donated by McKay Williamson, your personal creative agency

A ROYALLY SPECIAL AFTERNOON TEA

LOT 5

The once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for you and two others to spend time with
multi-award winning actresses and stars of the next series of The Crown, Olivia
Colman and Helena Bonham Carter, over afternoon tea at Brown’s Mayfair.
This is your chance to have the full attention of two of the most famous actresses
in the world, and to ask the questions you always wanted to. Have you wondered
what it was like bringing the character of Bellatrix Lestrange to life in the Harry
Potter series? Or what it feels like to win an Oscar? Come prepared to enjoy a
brilliantly unique afternoon tea you’ll never forget! You’ll also be able to stay
overnight in five-star luxury at Rocco Forte Hotel Brown’s, and enjoy an English
breakfast the next morning too.

AN EXTRAORDINARY FAMILY PHOTO-SHOOT

LOT 8

Create some amazing family memories with award-winning photographer to
the stars George Fairbairn, with a make-up artist and one print included.
A family portrait session with George Fairbairn is unlike any other; it will capture
your family dynamics and the different personalities beautifully! Each portrait is
bespoke and tailored to you and your family – this is not a “sit and smile” family
portrait. George will create an amazing image that you will be able to look on
fondly for years to come.
Includes shoot, planning, make-up artist and 12x16” print. Booking subject to availability.
Valid until 9 May 2020.

Valid until 9 May 2020, mutually convenient date to be decided, room subject to
availability.
Kindly donated by Helena Bonham Carter, Olivia Coleman and Brown’s Hotel

PARISIAN CHIC WITH AZZEDINE ALAÏA
AND LE BRISTOL

LOT 6

You and a lucky guest are invited to travel to Paris to attend the opening event
of the Association Alaïa’s new exhibition, Azzedine Alaïa: Art, Couture and
Fashion, during Paris Couture week on 30 June 2019. As if this isn’t enough, you’ll
stay in five-star luxury for two nights at world famous hotel, Le Bristol, plus
select a dress from the current Alaï ready-to-wear collection, before departing
for home. The couture house founded by the legendary Azzedine Alaïa in 1982
is renowned for its rigorous and timeless approach to creativity.
Return travel from London included. Dates non-transferable. Deluxe room at Le Bristol
Paris with American breakfast from 29 June–1 July 2019. Alaïa creation must be selected
by 31 December 2019, from the Paris or London flagship store.
Kindly donated by Maison Alaïa and Le Bristol Paris
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Kindly donated by Extraordinary Portrait by George Fairbairn

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO KIDS FILM PROJECT

LOT 9

McKay Williamson willl reveal the comedy and wisdom of your child’s insights
and dreams, like a time capsule of childhood. You’ll receive a short taster film to
enjoy for years to come.
Prize valid for filming interviews for up to two children, ages 4–10, by appointment only,
at the studio in Notting Hill or TriBeCa. Shoot must be booked within 90 days and filmed
within one year from the auction date. Filming of additional children, on location, or
further editing of the video itself is available at standard rates. Previous winners are not
eligible to bid. McKay Williamson reserves the right to share its work – in this case up
to 30 seconds of the cutest footage on Instagram (omitting details like names/location
which could identify participants).
Kindly donated by McKay Williamson, your personal creative agency
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ART
MARC QUINN: PRISMATIC LABYRINTH

LOT 10

SARA SHAMMA: CAR, OIL ON CANVAS

A striking piece from one of Syria’s most celebrated contemporary artists, which
explores the spirit of imagination and possibility embodied in the first children
Sara met in London.

PRISMATIC LABYRINTH (UNIQUE PRINT)
2018

70.4cm x 50.2cm

Sara’s work can be found in both public and private collections around the globe
and is a previous prize-winner of the BP Portrait Award at the National Portrait
Gallery. This piece is part of the series, ‘London’, which was inspired by local
children’s artistic experimentation in her studio, whilst they were sitting for
portraits.

Framed.

60cm x 70cm, oil on canvas, 2017, framed.

Unique artwork
Digital print with oil paint

Kindly donated by Marc Quinn

JONATHAN YEO PRINT

LOT 11

Your opportunity to own a limited edition Jonathan Yeo collage print entitled
Three Women (Homage to Picasso). Jonathan Yeo is one of the world’s leading
portrait artists, whose sitters include Nicole Kidman, David Attenborough and
Malala Yousafzai, as well as royalty and world leaders. Best known for his
distinctive, highly figurative canvases and salacious collages, Yeo has been
recognised with numerous mid-career retrospectives at museums in the UK and
abroad, including National Portrait Galleries in London and Denmark, and was
named Artist of the Year at the 2018 GQ Men of the Year Awards.
Archival pigment print with hand finished varnish on hahnemuhle photo rag ultra smooth
paper with torn edges. Limited Edition of 50, numbered and signed by the artist.
Size: 45.8cm x 40cm. Image credit: © Jonathan Yeo Studio
Kindly donated by Jonathan Yeo

THOMAS DARTIGUES ORIGINAL INK ON PAPER

LOT 12

The rare chance to own part of a triptych created during a live performance in
the gallery of the Carrousel du Louvre, Paris, which won two prestigious prizes;
the Puvis de Chavannes Prize and the Gold Medal. Thomas Dartigues aka
Decktwo is a Paris City-based artist. In 2006, he was chosen to paint the walls
of the entire Arums Gallery, in the heart of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. Since then,
he’s travelled the world performing live paintings from Tokyo to New York to
Geneva, worked with top brands such as Casio, and on events like the Olympic
Games in Rio.
Part 2/3 of the live drawing. Ink on paper, size 114cm x 180cm, framed. Pentel brush
pen, permanent pigment ink, acid-free, fade proof, water resistant, colour black. Arches
paper 300gsm, cold press 100% cotton, acid-free, pH-neutral, colour natural white.
Kindly donated by Thomas Dartigues aka Decktwo
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LOT 13

Kindly donated by Sara Shamma

PET PORTRAIT BY DELIA MARR

LOT 14

One of England’s foremost animal artists will create a portrait of your beloved
dog, for you to treasure forever. Delia Marr has 30 years’ experience and has
featured on the BBC and ITV, so your best friend will be in safe hands. Working
with Hamish Mitchell, formerly a retained photographer with Horse & Hound
magazine and a regular contributor to Country Life and The Field, to capture
the perfect image of your pet. From this photograph she will then create a
wonderful headshot painting. “Delia’s love for animals is clearly shown through
her stunning portraits. She captures the soul of her subjects perfectly. Hers is a
very rare talent.” Claire Horton, CEO, Battersea Dogs & Cats Home.
Valid until 9 May 2020. Size to be confirmed following consultation, frame and
photographic costs not included.
Kindly donated by Delia Marr

OLIVER PRESTON CARICATURE COMMISSION

LOT 15

Commission a personalised caricature of your family and home, by renowned
British cartoonist Oliver Preston.
Oliver’s humorous cartoons have appeared in Cotswold Life, The Polo Magazine
and Country Life amongst others, and he has contributed to The Times, The
Guardian, the Daily Mail and The Independent newspapers. With a keen eye for
social observation, his cartoons are beautifully drawn with a very individual style.
Your unique piece will be one to treasure forever.
“Oliver Preston has the joyful skill of reminding us that we remain the world’s
funniest nation,” Jonathan Young, Editor, The Field Magazine.
Valid until 9 May 2020. A 37cm x 50cm full colour drawing, unframed.
Kindly donated by Oliver Preston
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JEWELLERY

JEWELLERY / EXOTIC GETAWAYS
PARISIAN JEWELLERY EXPERIENCE

LOT 16

BVLGARI LVCEA TUBOGAS WATCH

LOT 19

The rare chance to see behind the scenes at an atelier in Place Vendôme in Paris,
home to jeweller Lorenz Bäumer, get a bespoke piece, plus a two night stay for
two at the luxurious Hôtel de Berri.

This stunning watch from Bvlgari combine the finest Italian design with
sophisticated mechanisms to create timepieces of breath-taking beauty and
elegance.

Lorenz Bäumer’s impressive resume includes designing fine jewellery for Chanel
and acting as Louis Vuitton’s artistic director. In 2010 he created the tiara for
the marriage of Prince Albert II of Monaco with Charlene Whittstock. You and
up to five friends will have a full behind the scenes tour of the house and time
with the extraordinary creator himself, then have a special one-of-a-kind piece
designed just for you.

Lvcea, name deriving from light in Latin, shines brighter than ever in this elegant
and feminine timepiece. The Lvcea Tubogas watch is 33mm in width and has a
steel-gold bracelet, mother of pearl dial and 12 diamonds around the bezel.

Valid until 1 April 2020, to be arranged for a mutually convenient time, and not valid
on Sundays. Hotel stay for two and subject to availability, excluding fair dates.
Kindly donated by Lorenz Bäumer and Hotel de Berri

OTTO JAKOB GOLD AND KESHI PEARL EARRINGS

LOT 17

An exquisite pair of enamel yellow gold earrings with keshi pearls by renowned
jeweller Otto Jakob.
Otto Jakob is a self-taught goldsmith and jeweller, and since 1980 has devoted
himself exclusively to the creation of jewellery. Due to his lifelong passion for
both art and mineralogy, many of his pieces resemble objects from Renaissance
Wunderkammer and feature rare minerals and natural curiosities. These
beautiful earrings will be sure to get you noticed.

Kindly donated by Bvlgari

BUY IT NOW
£250: EARLY LEARNING IN THE UK

LOT 20

Here in the UK, 4 million children are living in poverty. Growing up in poverty
can mean children sharing a bed, wearing dirty clothes, going without toys and
books.
We support the UK’s poorest children by helping their families with items that
are crucial for their child’s early learning.
£250 could provide a washing machine so their child can go to school in clean
clothes, ready to learn.

Kindly donated by Otto Jakob

STUNNING EARRINGS BY ESTHER EYRE,
PLUS MEET THE JEWELLER

LOT 18

Grab some gorgeous Jamaican shell and fresh water pearl earrings and spend
the afternoon with Esther Eyre herself.
You’ll be able to meet this highly sought-after goldsmith, whose private
commissions include members of the Royal Family and international celebrities
such as Gwyneth Paltrow, where it all happens at her London studio. Pick up
some invaluable jewellery tips, as well as get the chance to understand what
inspires Esther, see her latest collection and new pieces she’s currently
working on.
Valid until 9 May 2020, meeting date to be mutually agreed.
Kindly donated by Esther Eyre
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Changing lives, building futures

EXPERIENCE THAILAND FOR EIGHT

LOT 21

A five-night stay for up to eight people including breakfast at Soneva Kiri,
Thailand, where sustainability meets ultimate luxury. Relax in a spacious one
bedroom villa, hidden among foliage or perched on a cliff, and dine on an
extensive breakfast spread with international favourites and local fresh produce.
Valid until 8 May 2020. Non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for items or cash in
part or in whole, and have no value unless redeemed. Subject to room availability with
advance reservation only, stay must entirely fall within the validity periods except for
the following blackout dates: 17 Jun–30 Sep 2019, 15 Oct–10 Nov 2019, 20 Dec–12
Jan 2020, 1 Feb–23 Feb 2020, 1 Apr–25 Apr 2020, 20 Oct–1 Nov 2020, 1 Apr–15
May 2019, 15 Jul–15 Aug 2019, 28 Sep–10 Nov 2019, 20 Dec–5 Jan 2020, 25 Jan to
23 Feb 2020, 1 Apr–25 Apr 2020. Transfer and In Villa Dining are not included. A charge
will apply for any additional guests.
Kindly donated by Soneva
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EXOTIC GETAWAYS

A WEEK FOR TWO AT COBBLERS COVE, BARBADOS

LOT 22

Escape city life to the year-round sunshine of the platinum west coast of
Barbados. Cobblers Cove is a much-loved family-owned boutique hotel. This is
the West Indies at its finest: with the pastels, vintage florals and starched white
linens of a Slim Aarons photograph, the warmth of friendly staff, gorgeous sea
views, and stiff rum punches. The 1940s mansion has drawn guests through its
powder-pink walls for decades, thanks to the impeccable service and a restaurant
hailed as the best on the island. It writes the playbook for a classy, colonial design
aesthetic, its suites set around a tropical garden, and beautiful pool terrace
overlooking a secluded strip of golden sand.

TWO NIGHTS FOR TWO AT A BVLGARI HOTEL:
MILAN, BALI OR LONDON

LOT 25

Bvlgari Hotels are charactertised by the blend of traditional design with dramatic
contemporary Italian architecture by the architectural firm Antonio Citterio
Patricia Viel, plus the superior service and attention to quality. Spend two nights
in your choice of the Bvlgari Hotel in either Milan, Bali or London, and experience
true luxury.
Valid until 9 May 2020, subject to availability.

Bed and breakfast, booking subject to availability. Not available 15 August–15 October
or 20 December–31 March. Valid until 15 August 2020.
Kindly donated by Hugh and Sam Godsal

BUY IT NOW
£1,300: LIFE SAVING PROTECTION

LOT 23

Pneumonia, diarrhoea and maleria account for 31% of all deaths of children
under 5.
Well-established, low-cost interventions to prevent and treat these and other
infectious diseases exist, but they are not reaching children in need.
£1,300 could provide life-saving mosquitoe nets for 300 families.

Kindly donated by Bvlgari Hotels & Resorts

A WEEK FOR TWO AT AMILLA FUSHI, MALDIVES

LOT 26

Escape to your island bliss for six nights at Amilla Fushi in the Maldives, including
one night in the new Skyhouse with Bubble.
In your Ocean Reef House, complete with sundeck and private plunge pool, you’ll
have a front row view and access to the waters. Plus experience the brand new
Skyhouse with Bubble; a tranquil treetop escape with your own private
transparent Bubble, breathtakingly suspended 12 metres up amongst a canopy
of lush palms.
Includes return transfers from Velana International Airport, standard full board with
one-time dinner at Feeling Koi, and a special destination dining experience at Skyhouse
with Bubble. Dates subject to availability and holiday blackout dates apply.

Changing lives, building futures

A WEEK IN VENCE FOR SIX

LOT 24

A perfect week’s getaway for you and five friends – escape to a beautiful villa in
the south of France, with a dinner at the renowned La Colombe d’Or. Perhaps
the most fun one-week trip of your life, in a picture-perfect Vence hideaway.
Soak up the sun and enjoy one of the best views of the famous Bay of Angels
from the beautiful poolside. One evening, get dressed up and head out to savour
some of the finest Provençal cuisine at world famous art museum-restaurant La
Colombe d’Or. You’ll dine in the heart of an impressive art collection housing
works by Picasso, Matisse, Miró and more – artwork to rival the best of the Tate
Modern.

Kindly donated by The Small Maldives Island Co and Amilla Fushi – c/o Mark Hehir, CEO

A WEEK FOR NINE IN PORTO CERVO, SARDINIA

LOT 27

A week in an elegant five-bedroom villa in Porto Cervo, Sardinia. This is one of
the first villas built in the area by renowned architect Luigi Vietti, who was one
of the main architects of HRH The Aga Khan’s original project. Situated just
minutes away from the centre and with lovely views over the port entrance from
a beautiful roof terrace, the villa has four double bedrooms and one single, and
has kept all its original authentic charm.
Valid until 9 May 2021. Not available in the last two weeks of August, or the winter
months (due to lack of heating).

Valid until September 2020. Date to be mutually agreed and subject to availability.
Includes one dinner for six at La Colombe d’Or, drinks excluded.
Kindly donated by Brian and Leigh Message
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Kindly donated by an anonymous donor
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EXOTIC GETAWAYS

FASHION & BEAUTY

TEN-NIGHT ALL INCLUSIVE FAMILY STAY AT
BLUE WATERS RESORT, ANTIGUA

LOT 28

Multi-award-winning Blue Waters is the idyllic tropical paradise you and your
family have been dreaming of. One of Caribbean’s longest established resorts,
this exclusive 100-bedroom property has been awarded Antigua’s Leading Hotel
for six consecutive years in the World Travel Awards and was voted in the top
30 Caribbean hotels in the Condé Nast Traveller Reader Awards.
You’ll stay in a secluded and beautifully refurbished Cove Suite, with an
uninterrupted view of the Caribbean Sea and all the amenities you could wish
for a decadent holiday.
Valid until 10 December 2021, for two adults and two children. Not available from 18
December–6 January or 1 February–1 March.

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN LISBON EXPERIENCE

Four people can head to Lisbon for lunch with iconic shoe designer Christian
Louboutin and a two-night stay at one of Lisbon’s five-star hotels. This is a oncein-a-lifetime chance to meet arguably the world’s most famous accessories
designer who has developed an international following through his instantly
recognisable red soles. You and three guests will join Christian Louboutin for
lunch in Lisbon, which is sure to be an experience you will never forget. With a
career spanning 25 years, countless accolades and creative projects and a huge
celebrity following to discuss, the conversation will never run dry. Your time in
Lisbon will be complemented with a two-night stay at one of Lisbon’s leading
five star hotels.
Valid until 9 May 2020, subject to Christian’s availability.

Kindly donated by Blue Waters Resort and Spa, Antigua

BUY IT NOW
£650: SURVIVAL KIT IN YEMEN

LOT 29

Our emergency Survival Kits contain vital items such as a jerry can for collecting
water, warm bedding, solar lamps, and plastic sheeting to repair shelters.
Just £650 could help five families in Yemen to cope amid the devastation.

LOT 31

Kindly donated by Christian Louboutin

WARDROBE MAKEOVER BY TRINNY WOODALL

LOT 32

Are you tired of being totally uninspired by the items in your wardrobe, or is it
in desperate need of a revival? With the help of style and beauty icon, Trinny
Woodall, you will have the opportunity to experience a half-day wardrobe
makeover in London.
Together you will root through your wardrobe, picking out the looks and styles
that work best for you. To enhance the makeover, you will also receive a
TRINNY LONDON ‘5 Min Makeover Stack’, which contains everything you need
to create a completely polished look.
Date subject to Trinny Woodall’s availability.

Changing lives, building futures

ROME APARTMENT FOR FOUR, 22–29 JULY 2019

LOT 30

Located in the heart of Rome, minutes from the Pantheon and Piazza Navona
and steps away from shopping and a large variety of dining alternatives, you’ll
be at the epicentre of town in your luxury apartment above the Roman roofs.
This amazing penthouse boasts features and amenities designed with excellence
in mind, with an open plan living space and kitchen, only divided by a wonderful
floor-to-ceiling glass, and a freestanding bathtub in the master bedroom.
Stay from 22–29 July 2019 only.

Kindly donated by Giuseppina Caltagirone
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Kindly donated by Trinny Woodall

BURBERRY HERITAGE EXERIENCE

LOT 33

A fabulous Burberry Heritage Trench Experience for two. You and a guest will
each be invited to select a Heritage trench coat and a cashmere scarf as part
of a personal shopping appointment with a member of the Burberry Private
Clients team, located in the Regent Street flagship store in London.
Valid until 31 December 2019, and not transferrable. The trench coats must be selected
from the Heritage collection up to a value of £1,600, and the scarves must be from the
classic cashmere collection with a value of up to £350. Any unspent difference cannot
be applied to future purchases.

Kindly donated by Burberry
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FASHION & BEAUTY

CHARLOTTE TILBURY VIP BEAUTY
EXPERIENCE FOR TWO

LOT 34

Over champagne at a London Beauty Boudoir, you and a friend will receive a
makeup transformation by Charlotte’s expert team plus insider tips and tricks
to get red carpet ready! Charlotte Tilbury works with some of the most
incredible people in the fashion and beauty industry and with many fantastic
brands, including Mac and Chanel. For this VIP experience you’ll have the full
attention of Charlotte’s Senior Lead Artists, who work alongside her at celebrity
shoots, for a makeup lesson and a makeup wardrobe consultation – where you
will find your definitive look to suit your style. You’ll also both receive a beautiful
gift to complement your stunning new look.

BOOTS MADE TO ORDER

LOT 37

A pair of exquisite women’s boots made to order by legendary Italian boot maker
Stivaleria Cavallin.
Founded in the shoe-making district of Venice in 1961, Cavallin’s boots symbolise
quality, craftsmanship and heritage; and you can be the proud owner of a pair
tailored to your preferences. Select from many styles, and have your boots
personally created in the colours and materials of your choice, with a
monogrammed personal touch. The consultation and selection will be held at
the Belgravia boutique and includes meeting with the owner and designer. Does
not include exotic materials such as python/snake, ostrich, lizard, crocodile and
alligator.

Date to be mutually agreed, Valid until 9 May 2020. Valid only at Covent Garden or
Westfield White City.

Valid until 1 December 2019.

PAMPER WITH LOUISE GALVIN AND LUNCH
AT THE CHILTERN FIREHOUSE

BUY IT NOW
£816: AMBULANCE SERVICE IN SYRIA

Kindly donated by Charlotte Tilbury Beauty

LOT 35

Treat yourself or the special woman in your life to the very best haircare
experience in the Daniel Galvin Kensington Salon, plus lunch for two including
Champagne on arrival and wine chosen by the Sommelier at the Chiltern
Firehouse in Marylebone. A consultation with A-List colourist Louise Galvin, who
has tended the beautiful locks of many beauties, including Sophie Dahl and Patsy
Kensit, followed by a colour, cut and blow dry from a trained stylist. Take away
some gorgeous products, which will leave you looking and feeling your best. To
complete your perfect day, savour lunch around the corner at Children Firehouse,
where Michelin-starred chef Nuno Mendes is sure to deliver.

Kindly donated by Stivaleria Cavallin

LOT 38

Syria is being torn apart by a brutal war. In the city of Aleppo, vital healthcare
has been devastated.
For children caught in the crossfire, an ambulance can be the difference between
life and death.
£816 could help us deploy an ambulance for one month.

By appointment only, valid until 9 May 2020.
Kindly donated by Louise Galvin, Daniel Galvin, and Juanito Asencio (Chiltern Firehouse)

RUPERT SANDERSON KITTEN HEELS

LOT 36

Changing lives, building futures

LOCK & CO BESPOKE HAT EXPERIENCE

LOT 39

A pair of gorgeous suede Lapis Misty 30mm kitten heel shoes, by iconic British
designer Rupert Sanderson.

Two can visit Lock & Co Hatters in St James’s for a bespoke tour, personalised
hat creation, plus champagne afternoon tea at the Sheraton Grand Park Lane.

Sanderson concentrates on simple, timeless designs that are dreamt up in Mayfair
and made in Italy.

Whatever your style, or whatever the occasion, the world’s oldest hat shop Lock
& Co has the perfect hat for you. With a fascinating history, including creating
the bowler hat in 1849, you and a friend can learn about the heritage. You’ll then
meet a milliner to choose and personalise your own hat, which will be presented
after your afternoon tea in a limited-edition black and gold hat box by one of
the family members.

Choose from sizes 35–41 (EUR) 2.5–7.5 (UK).

Hat up to the value of £300. Date to be mutually decided and subject to availability.

Kindly donated by Rupert Sanderson
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Kindly donated by Lock & Co Hatters
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FOR THE SPORTS LOVERS

FLORRIE WHITE MAKEUP LESSON

LOT 40

Spend two hours with Florrie White to develop and perfect your make-up
routine. Using your own make-up bag, Florrie will work with you on what to
keep and what to overhaul as well as suggest new or different products to perfect
your look.
Working with some of today’s most style-feted and glamorous women, Florrie
is called upon by a diversity of red carpet names. Clients include Alexa Chung,
Poppy Delevingne, Felicity Jones, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, Rosamund Pike
and Emily Blunt.
Mutually convenient date to be agreed. To take place at your London home or mutually
convenient venue.
Kindly donated by Florrie White

MEN’S STYLING AND GROOMING PACKAGE

LOT 41

Fix up look sharp! A dream styling and grooming package for the modern man,
including monthly haircuts for six months by the leading hairstylist Larry King;
responsible for grooming some of the most affluent men on the planet, including
David Gandy, Jamie Redknapp, Jared Leto, Chris Hemsworth and Zayn Malik,
along with the most incredible personal bespoke three piece tuxedo suit, by
globally renowned Thom Sweeney.
Valid until 9 May 2020, cannot be exchanged for cash. Suit value £3,850. Must be
arranged with the availability of Larry King and Thom Sweeney.

LANSERHOF TEGERNSEE SEVEN-NIGHT STAY,
PLUS THREE SESSIONS AT THURLOE STREET PILATES

LOT 43

The ultimate self-care package: stay at the “World’s Best Medical Spa” Lanserhof
Tegernsee in Bavaria, Germany, and continue back in London with three sessions
at Thurloe Street Pilates’ bright and airy studio in South Kensington. Learn how
to find the right balance between body, mind and psyche with the classic LANS
Med Basic package. Your doctor will create an advanced diagnostic and
therapeutic strategy based on the state of your health, your individual needs
and your personal goals; to include reflexology treatments, therapeutic
massages, daily group relaxation training, and a nutrition plan. You’ll also enjoy
the stunning scenery and amenities such as swimming pool, sauna and gym.
For one person, subject to availability and valid until 30 November 2020.
Kindly donated by Lanserhof and Kelly Lynne Goulon at Thurloe Street Pilates

FOUR BALL GOLF ROUND AND LUNCH AT
THE NEW JCB GOLF COURSE IN STAFFORDSHIRE

LOT 44

Named by Golf Monthly as one of the top ten most exclusive course memberships
in the UK, you and three others will get the chance to tee off at this brand-new
golfer’s paradise.
The JCB Golf and Country Club reflects a bold, ambitious vision of Lord Bamford.
Set amid the lush green rolling countryside of Staffordshire, the course offers
the ultimate in golfing retreats, and a tour-ready contemporary masterpiece in
course design. Don’t miss the chance to experience one of the most exciting new
golf courses to be built in the UK over the last decade.
Valid until 19 December 2019.

Kindly donated by Larry King and Thom Sweeney

DONATA DAVIDOFF COUTURE DRESS
AND AFTERNOON TEA

LOT 42

Kindly donated by George and Leonora Bamford

FIRST CLASS FISHING FOR THREE
ON THE RIVER KENNET

LOT 45

A beautiful couture dress customised to your measurements and requirements,
plus afternoon tea in London with the designer herself; Donata Davidoff.

Enjoy a quintessentially English day of chalk-stream fishing on the renowned
River Kennet for you and two others.

Donata has over ten years’ experience in the fashion industry which you can
learn all about when you meet, and her designs have been worn by the likes of
Diane Kruger, Jasmin Le bon, and Beyoncé. Your chosen dress will be tailored
with the most intricate hand embroidery, using the most exclusive French and
Italian fabric suppliers who have a long history working with the top tier fashion
labels like Balenciaga and Chanel.

Fishing the Kennet is on every angler’s bucket list. Tick it off yours when you and
two friends spend a day at the privately owned Craven Fishery – a historic
private fly fishery between Hungerford and Newbury in Berkshire.
Date to be mutually decided. Valid until 9 May 2020.

Valid until 31 December 2019, afternoon tea at 18 Chelsea Embankment, 3 Cheyne
House, London SW3 4LA. Mutually convenient date to be agreed.
Kindly donated by Donata Davidoff
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Kindly donated by Richard White
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FOR THE SPORTS LOVERS

CENTRE COURT AT WIMBLEDON

LOT 46

A terrific treat for any tennis fan: two Centre Court debenture seats and lunch
in The Courtside Restaurant for the opening day of the Wimbledon Tennis
Championships on Monday 1 July 2019.
Snap up this enviable chance to watch the world’s best tennis players at the
world’s greatest tennis tournament. Following the excitement and electric
atmosphere on Centre Court, you can relax over a delicious lunch whilst
perusing memorabilia and images from Wimbledon history.
The two tickets are valid for Monday 1 July 2019 only.

Kindly donated by an anonymous donor

ENGLAND V IRELAND SIX NATIONS:
23 FEBRUARY 2020

LOT 47

You won’t want to miss these two fabulous tickets to see England face Ireland
at Twickenham; The Home of England Rugby on 23 February 2020. The clash
between these two amazing teams is always action-packed and thrilling.
Experience the guaranteed amazing atmosphere at the largest dedicated rugby
union venue in the world, and enjoy top-class rugby.
Tickets are non-transferable.

A WEEK FOR SIX IN THE WORLD’S
MOST BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAINS

Summer in Cortina d’Ampezzo is a true paradise for hikers, climbers and thrillseekers alike. Enjoy a week for six people in a relaxed family apartment and
enjoy all that the spectacular Dolomites have to offer. There are endless miles
of hiking, climbing, mountain biking and canyoning. Alternatively take a week in
the ski season to explore the Dolomiti Superski area. Your cosy apartment is
1km from the town centre with wonderful views across the surrounding
mountains and a personal concierge with an unrivalled insider’s black book for
guides, massages and restaurants.
Valid April–November 2019 or 2020. Alternatively November 2019–March 2020 for a
skiing week (excluding school holidays). Sleeps eight across three bedrooms with three
bathrooms. Apartment 1km from town centre. Car hire advisable.
Kindly donated by Susan Greco

BUY IT NOW
£285: KIT FOR KIDS

LOT 50

Indonesia is home to 84 million children many recovering from the extreme
tsunami in December 2018. Our psychosocial programmes are delivered through
the sport they love, building emotional and mental wellbeing.
Just £285 can kit out 20 children with training kits, including boots and shirts
and all the equipment they need to participate fully in our football programmes.

Kindly donated by Charlie Bracken and Louise Galvin

LEAGUE OF YOUR OWN!

LOT 48

Changing lives, building futures

MORNING ON THE GALLOPS FOR SIX

LOT 51

Two tickets to watch the filming for the 14th series of A League of Their Own
at the BBC Studios in Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, plus VIP access to the green
room.

An equine fan’s dream; enjoy a morning at Robins Farm with champion trainer
George Baker, watch the racehorses and have a tour of the stables, followed by
a delicious Champagne breakfast.

James Corden, Freddie Flintoff, Jamie Redknapp and Romesh Ranganathan lead
teams of comedians, celebrities and sports stars in this riotous comedy and
entertainment show, competing against each other in a test of their sporting
knowledge. After seeing the action you’ll have the exclusive chance to get
backstage to celebrate, or commiserate, with the stars of the show.

Join George Baker who has trained over 400 winners, at his state of the art
racehorse training facility situated on the Surrey – West Sussex border. Indulge
your passion with the immaculate gallops amidst stunning scenery. Horse
heaven!

Over 18s only, mutually convenient date to be decided.

Kindly donated by Jamie Redknapp
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LOT 49

Valid until 9 May 2020, mutually convenient date to be agreed.

Kindly donated by George Baker Racing
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MUSIC

MUSIC
RARE MOTOWN PHOTOGRAPHS

LOT 52

Bid for five rare archive photographs from the 1965 Motown Invasion. Black and
white pictures of music legends Marvin Gaye, The Supremes and Stevie Wonder,
captured at the very moment Britain fell in love with the sound of Motown.
Motown Records, founded by Berry Gordy Jnr. in Detroit in 1959, is one of the
most distinctive, influential forces in popular music of the past half-century; the
force behind the careers of superstars such as Smokey Robinson, Diana Ross,
Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder and Lionel Richie, as well as the Temptations, the
Four Tops and much more.
Printed in high resolution by leading photographic lab Bayeux, the A3 prints are framed
and carry the official embossed EMI Archive Trust logo.
Kindly donated by The EMI Archive Trust, Universal Music, and Warner Music Group

RARE BOWIE PHOTOGRAPHS

LOT 53

Your opportunity to own two rare archive photographs of global icon, David
Bowie, released courtesy of the EMI Archive Trust. Taken during a Davy Jones
session in August 1965 by the EMI staff photographer, these prints from Bowie’s
early career as Davy Jones and the Lower Third are not for public sale!
Printed in high resolution by leading photographic lab Bayeux, the A3 prints are framed
and carry the official embossed EMI Archive Trust logo.

Kindly donated by The EMI Archive Trust, Universal Music, and Warner Music Group

ULTIMATE ROCK PRIZE: QUEEN
AND THE ROLLING STONES

LOT 54

Treat yourself to the limited-edition Queen Orb USB Gift Box; a luxurious black
velvet lined gift box with a majestic golden orb, emblazoned with the Queen
logo. Inside, find a USB drive with all 15 remastered studio albums in audiophile
quality and a photo gallery, plus a gold-plated Queen crest pendant necklace.
You’ll also get The Rolling Stones: Studio Albums Vinyl Collection 1971–2016. A
lenticular mounted limited-edition boxset housing all 15 albums, from Sticky
Fingers through Blue & Lonesome. Each album has been lovingly remastered at
Abbey Road Studios and pressed on heavyweight 180g black vinyl.
Audio content 48kHz 24bit WAV and MP3 (320kbps) formats, compatible with PC and
Mac. Includes a download card for HD digital redemption.
Kindly donated by Universal Music Group
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THE COMPLETE RECORDINGS OF
LEONARD BERNSTEIN

LOT 55

Your chance to own the ultimate anniversary edition, Leonard Bernstein 100:
The Complete Recordings on Deutsche Grammophon and Decca, in a new box
format, including an extended 200 page landscape booklet, 121 CDs. 36 DVDs
and 1 Blu-ray audio. This beautiful set also includes numerous photos, archive
documents, comprehensive essays and liner notes by Jamie Bernstein, Wolfgang
Stär, Nigel Simeone, and Humphrey Burton, providing an extended and complex
view on the life of this legendary music personality, hailed as a “universal genius.”
Numbered, limited edition. Each album presented in original jackets.

Kindly donated by Universal Music Group

THE BEATLES (WHITE ALBUM)
PLUS IMAGINE: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION

LOT 56

A must for any Beatles fan, this is the first time White Album has been remixed
and presented with additional demos and session recordings, done at the famous
Abbey Road Studio. This seven-disc super deluxe package also contains acoustic
sets for 27 songs, known as the Esher Demos, recorded at George Harrison’s
house in May 1968.
You’ll also receive Imagine: The Ultimate Collection. This historical remastered
140-track collection is fully endorsed by Yoko Ono, who oversaw the production
and creative direction. Spread across four CDs and two Blu-ray discs and
including a 120 book, this truly unique edition offers new listening experiences
which are intimate and immersive, and features classics like “Imagine,” “Jealous
Guy,” and many more.
Kindly donated by Universal Music Group

THE NEW COMPLETE EDITION OF MOZART

LOT 57

Entitled Mozart 225: The New Complete Edition, this beautiful set is the fruit of
years of painstaking scholarship, 18 months of planning and curation, and
presents every single work by Mozart – right up to a new song discovered only
last year – in a ground-breaking multimedia package. It features 600 world class
soloists and 60 orchestras across 200 CDs, and there are also two lavish
hardback books, including radical new full-length biography by Cliff Eisen and
commentary from Mozart experts worldwide.
Individually numbered and contains access to Mozart 225 Libretto App (offering sung
texts in original language and translation of English, French, German) plus links to the
scores on the online edition of the Neue Mozart-Ausgabe.
Kindly donated by Universal Music Group
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MUSIC

MUSIC / THEATRE
SPICE GIRLS FOR TWO ON 14 JUNE

LOT 58

Grab your best friend for a Friday night out you’ll never forget – Spice Girls on
Friday 14 June at Wembley Stadium.
The speculation is finally over, and you won’t want to miss this reunion! See pop
icons Spice Girls take on Wembley Stadium, joined by very special guest Jess
Glynne. This will mark the first time Geri, Emma, Mel B and Mel C have come
together in six years, so say you’ll be there, and spice up your life!
Tickets non-transferable.

BUY IT NOW
£111: SAFE WATER IN EMERGENCIES

Following Cyclone Idai over 220,000 people are displaced across the region with
no home to return to. Hundreds of thousands of hectares of crops have been
lost. Outbreaks of malaria and cholera have spread quickly, putting children’s
lives at risk. 1.5 million children need assistance.
£111 could provide 16,000 water purification tablets to provide safe drinking
water to families.

Kindly donated by Universal Music Group

TWO VIP HOSPITALITY TICKETS TO GLASTONBURY

LOT 59

Bag two VIP hospitality tickets for the world’s biggest and best greenfield festival;
Glastonbury Festival in Somerset, from 26–30 June 2019.
Glastonbury is a great British institution – tickets for 2019 sold out in a matter
of minutes! This is your chance to win two tickets not usually available to the
public; reserved for the performers, the music industry and VIP guests only.
They’ll give you exclusive access to the VIP campsite and parking, as well as VIP
bars, food stalls and the all-important showers – everything you could need to
savour this five-day musical feast. Just don’t forget your wellies and tent!

Changing lives, building futures

NOEL GALLAGHER: SIX TICKETS
PLUS MEET AND GREET ON 7 JUNE
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LOT 60

LOT 62

Get some friends together and be a part of history at Heaton Park, Manchester
on Friday 7 June 2019.
This homecoming show will be Gallagher’s first time at the historic grounds since
he played with Oasis in 2009. You’ll get artist allocated tickets to enjoy the show,
plus meet the British music icon himself.
Tickets not transferrable, meet and greet at a time convenient to the artist.

Kindly donated by Universal Music Group

O2 BOX FOR 16 ON 14 DECEMBER:
PETE TONG PRESENTS IBIZA CLASSICS

LOT 61

Kindly donated by Noel Gallagher

BACKSTAGE AT THE OPERA

LOT 63

Your prime VIP corporate suite to witness an incredible show by one of the most
influential figures in dance music.

Indulge your passion with this incredible chance for two to go behind the scenes
at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, enjoy a performance from top-price
seats, and greet the cast in the wings following the curtain calls.

This union of classical music and iconic dance tracks, along with jaw-dropping
production, is another bold move from Pete Tong; who has held a commanding
presence over the industry for more than two decades. A brilliant evening on
Saturday 14 December for you and 15 lucky friends to celebrate the legacy of
dance music with food, beverages and a fabulous centre-stage view.

Your chosen date will be during the new 2019–2020 season; a brand-new
production which is yet to be announced, starring one of the greatest singers in
the world today. These shows are so popular they sell out within hours, and
promise to be a night unlike any other, creating memories that any lover of opera
will treasure forever.

Date non-transferrable. Two representatives from Liberty Global will be in attendance.
Additional food and beverages can be purchased.

A date can be chosen when season dates are announced on 13 May, and cannot be
altered once confirmed. Dates subject to availability.

Kindly donated by Charlie and Louise Bracken; Liberty Global

Kindly donated by Christoph and Katrin Henkel,
with the kind assistance of the Royal Opera House
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THEATRE

THEATRE
FOUR TICKETS TO HARRY POTTER
AND THE CURSED CHILD
ON SATURDAY 23 NOVEMBER

LOT 64

Four tickets in a premium location to the critically acclaimed “dazzling” and “out
of this world” Harry Potter and the Cursed Child West End play parts one and
two. This is the eighth story in the Potter series and the first official one to be
presented on stage, bringing together some of the most exciting talent working
in theatre today. Based on a story by J.K. Rowling, Jack Thorne and John Tiffany,
and written by Jack Thorne, the play has won a record-breaking nine Olivier
awards, including Best New Play and Best Director.

RECORD YOUR OWN SINGLE
AT THE ENGINE ROOM

LOT 67

Record your new single or work up your latest demo at The Engine Room,
Universal Music Group, the world’s leading music-based entertainment company’s
brand new recording studio.
The Engine Room, located in the heart of Universal Music’s flagship headquarters
at 4 Pancras Square, King’s Cross, will be yours for a day. Follow in the footsteps
of superstars such as Ellie Goulding, John Newman and Westlife.
Date to be mutually agreed, subject to availability.

Tickets non-transferable.
Kindly donated by Colin and Elizabeth Callender

BETRAYAL AND J SHEEKEY FOR FOUR

LOT 65

Kindly donated by The Engine Room and Universal Music Group

OPENING NIGHT OF MARY POPPINS

LOT 68

Four tickets to the critically acclaimed, totally sold out Betrayal starring Tom
Hiddleston on Wednesday 5 June, plus a three-course dinner at iconic seafood
restaurant J Sheekey.

Two tickets for the opening night of Mary Poppins in mid-November at the Prince
Edward Theatre in London, plus the exclusive opportunity to attend the postshow party.

Head to the Harold Pinter theatre in the West End on 5 June 2019 to catch the
brilliant Betrayal, directed by Jamie Lloyd. Described as a magnificent, searing
account of Pinter’s most autobiographically charged play, it brings Lloyd’s classy
season of Pinter at the Pinter to an end with a fine flourish. Beforehand, feast
on fabulous seafood at West End institution, J Sheekey.

Disney and Cameron Mackintosh’s multi award-winning musical Mary Poppins
returns to its original West End home at the Prince Edward Theatre. Starring
Zizi Strallen in the title role, Charlie Stemp as Bert and Petula Clark as the Bird
Woman, the magical story of the world’s favourite Nanny is triumphantly and
spectacularly brought to the stage with dazzling choreography, incredible effects
and unforgettable songs.

Tickets non-transferable. Dinner valid until 18 April 2020.

Post-show party venue to be confirmed.

Kindly donated by Mark Cornell and Ambassador Theatre Group

FOUR TICKETS FOR OPENING NIGHT OF JOSEPH

LOT 66

Grab your seats at the London Palladium on Thursday 11 July for the much
anticipated return of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, plus
attend the exclusive after show party.
For a strictly limited 11-week summer season, Jac Yarrow will be taking on the
iconic role of Joseph in his stage debut. He’ll star alongside Jason Donovan as
the Pharaoh, plus BAFTA and Olivier Award-winning actress Sheridan Smith in
the role of the Narrator in this brand new production. Go, Go, Go, Joseph!
Tickets non-transferable, after party venue to be decided.

Kindly donated by The Mackintosh Foundation and Disney Theatrical

DONMAR WAREHOUSE TICKETS
PLUS EXCLUSIVE ACCESS

LOT 69

Two tickets to a production of your choice within Michael Longhurst’s first season
as Artistic Director at the Donmar Warehouse, plus time with the creative team
and cast. Described as “one of the most gifted, original and impressive directors
in the country” by former Artistic Director Josie Rourke, Michael’s debut season
is set to be incredible. Get a richer insight into the world of your chosen show
when you join a special supporters’ evening at the Covent Garden based theatre.
Enjoy an exclusive pre-show drinks reception with the creative team, then join
the cast for post-show drinks plus a Q&A session.
Date to be chosen from supporters’ evening dates only, to be provided. Valid from June
2019–March 2020, to be used at the Covent Garden venue, not for resale.

Kindly donated by Sir Tim Rice
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Kindly donated by the Donmar Warehouse
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

A PRIVATE CHEF FOR YOUR DINNER PARTY

LOT 70

Take the stress out of your home dinner party, and let private chef Tom Thornton
take care of the cooking.
One of the worst thing about having friends round for dinner is the seemingly
endless food preparation, which makes for an exhausted host! Let Tom Thornton
bring a top class restaurant into your home, using your ingredients to create
the finest dishes for you and up to seven guests – so all you have to do is sit back
and enjoy. Confessing it’s not all your own work is at the host’s discretion...
Ingredients not included, mutually convenient date to be agreed, within the London area.

Kindly donated by Tom Thornton

BUY IT NOW
£195: FOOD FOR A YEAR

LOT 71

BREAKING NEWS AT CHANNEL 4

LOT 73

Watch the headlines being made when you and three friends join the set of
Channel 4 News with Jon Snow, watch a broadcast and go home with a tie as
worn by Jon himself. Are you curious as to what it’s like behind the scenes in a
major newsroom?
Join Jon Snow, the face of Channel 4 News since 1989, as he brings the public up
to date with the latest stories. And so you’ll never forget this one-of-a-kind
experience, you’ll leave with the newsreader’s tie; a unique reminder of your
day!
Date to be mutually agreed, in line with Jon Snow’s schedule.

Kindly donated by Jon Snow

CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA AT CLARIDGE’S
WITH CINDERELLA AND PRINCE PHILIP!

LOT 74

Decades of civil war have left Somalia mired in poverty and in many places
without a functioning state. We’re working with the government to put into
practice its new juvenile justice law, enshrining children’s rights for the first time.

Four can join celebrity couple and well-loved actors Lily James and Matt Smith
for a delicious free-flowing champagne afternoon tea at prestigious hotel,
Claridge’s, plus stay overnight in five-star luxury.

Just £195 could feed one child for a year on highly nutritious peanut paste.

They’ve starred in some of the most loved pieces to grace our screens, such as
Downtown Abbey, Dr. Who, Mama Mia! and The Crown. Invite friends along
with you to this special afternoon tea, to get an insight into the lives of this
famous pair at the perfect location; Claridge’s.
Valid until 9 May 2020, mutually convenient date to be decided, two rooms included.

Changing lives, building futures

BEHIND THE SCENES AT CONDÉ NAST

LOT 72

Ever wondered how an international luxury and lifestyle travel magazine is run?
This is your dream auction lot! Spend a day shadowing Editor-in-Chief Melinda
Stevens, and fellow editors at Condé Nast Traveller.
From attending an editorial meeting, to learning how a storyboard comes
together and seeing the ins and outs of art and picture production, you will get
a first-hand glimpse of how it’s done.
Date subject to availability, and to be mutually agreed.

Kindly donated by Melinda Stevens at Condé Nast Traveller
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Kindly donated by Lily James, Matt Smith and Claridge’s

LEIGHTON HOUSE CHAMPAGNE TOUR FOR 25

LOT 75

Spend an evening exploring the fascinating surroundings of Leighton House
Museum, one of the most remarkable buildings of the nineteenth century.
The exclusive opportunity for your group to join Senior Curator Daniel Robbins
at the former home of the Victorian artist Frederic, Lord Leighton (1830–1896).
The only purpose-built studio-house open to the public in the United Kingdom,
it contains a fascinating collection of paintings and sculpture by Leighton and his
contemporaries.
Date to be mutually agreed, subject to Daniel Robbins’ availability.

Kindly donated by Christoph and Katrin Henkel
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

GAME, SET AND PERFECT MATCH:
HEAD TO WIMBLEDON WITH RALPH LAUREN

LOT 76

Spend two days shadowing the Ralph Lauren Events Team at Wimbledon. Get
to grips with what it takes to manage the Official Outfitter’s enclosure, while
experiencing the fun and the challenges of hosting celebrities and top clients.
There’ll be time for some tennis watching too! Follow this with a day shadowing
the Marketing team at Ralph Lauren’s Headquarters, London. An extraordinary
opportunity not to be missed.
Dates to be mutually agreed.

BUY IT NOW
£303: EMERGENCY SANITATION IN
BANGLADESH

LOT 79

A health emergency is widely anticipated in Bangladesh’s refugee camps, which
host more than 650,000 Rohingya refugees.
The camps are already overwhelmed, with few places for children to go to the
toilet safely.
Just £303 could pay for a block of emergency latrines.

Kindly donated by Iris Langlois-Meurinne

STUDIO DAY FOR TWO WITH ARTIST
PIERS BOURKE, TO PERSONALISE YOUR OWN PIECE

LOT 77

An exclusive opportunity to collaborate with an internationally acclaimed artist,
to create your own personalised artwork to take home. Best known for his iconic
depictions of quintessential British imagery including The Queen’s postage stamp
and telephone boxes, Piers uses a unique combination of digital printing, painting
and design with large elements of collage; creating a very sculptural and textured
look. Spend a day in his Fulham studio, learning about his craft and having a go
yourself! You’ll have the expertise of an artist who has exhibited internationally,
with previous solo shows at Loughran Gallery, Rebecca Hossack Gallery London
and New York and The Art Fellas in Singapore.
Valid until 9 May 2020. Collaborate on and take home a Soon to Be Removed Phone
Box piece: 165cm x 65cm, framed.

Kindly donated by Piers Bourke

SPEND A DAY WITH CABANA MAGAZINE EDITOR

LOT 78

Changing lives, building futures

CONVERSATIONS WITH NICK CAVE ON
19 JUNE 2019 FOR FOUR WITH MEET AND GREET,
PLUS THE VAMPIRE’S WIFE DRESS FROM SUSIE CAVE

LOT 80

A Nick and Susie Cave offer you won’t want to miss! Four people are invited to
Conversations with Nick Cave at the Barbican, London on Wednesday 19 June
2019. The prolific musician, singer-songwriter, author, screenwriter and composer
will take questions from the audience on all manner of subjects and perform
some of his most beloved songs on piano. Post show you are all invited to an
exclusive meet and greet. In addition, choose a dress up to the value of £1,000
from Susie Cave’s highly-acclaimed and unique fashion brand The Vampire’s Wife.
Loved by stars such as Keira Knightly, Sienna Miller and Jennifer Aniston, this
universally flattering design is a firm celebrity favourite.
Tickets non-transferrable.

Kindly donated by Brian Message

RHS CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW PREVIEW FOR TWO

LOT 81

Meet Cabana Magazine tastemaker and Editor, Martina Mondadori Sartogo for
an exclusive experience of your choice.

Put a spring in your step with two sought after tickets to the exclusive Gala
Preview of the world’s most prestigious flower show, on Monday 20 May 2019.

Martina combined her love of decorating and collecting with her flair for editing
by launching the biannual design magazine Cabana three years ago, which has
become a cult favourite, showcasing the most sophisticated, imaginative, and
multidimensional interior designs. Either join her to delve through a flea market,
getting priceless tips on how and what to choose, or shadow her on a home
shoot for the magazine.

Grab sold-out tickets to review the most famous flower and landscape garden
show in the world in comfort and style. With champagne, canapés, and music
to complete the ambience, plus the chance to meet experts in garden design and
horticulture, you’re guaranteed an evening to remember.
Tickets non-transferable.

Valid until 9 May 2020. Date to be mutually agreed, and not in school holidays.

Kindly donated by Martina Mondadori Sartogo
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Kindly donated by Charlie and Louise Bracken
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TOGETHER WE FIGHT FOR

CHILDREN EVERY SINGLE DAY.

AUCTION CONDITIONS OF SALE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR SAVE THE CHILDREN AUCTIONS

SIDE BY SIDE WITH
CHILDREN IN THE TOUGHEST PLACES
TO BE A CHILD. WE DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO
MAKE SURE CHILDREN SURVIVE, GET
PROTECTION WHEN THEY’RE IN DANGER,
AND HAVE THE CHANCE TO LEARN.
WE STAND

1. All goods and services listed in this
programme (“Items”) will be sold by the Save the
Children Fund, a company limited by guarantee
registered in England and Wales (178159) and a
registered charity in England and Wales (213890)
and Scotland (SC039570), with a registered office
at 1 St John’s Lane, London EC1M 4AR (“Save the
Children”).

SUPPORTERS

,
THANKS TO OUR
IN 2018 SAVE THE CHILDREN REACHED

40.8 MILLION CHILDREN WORLDWIDE
THROUGH OUR HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND PROTECTION ACTIVITIES.
IN THE UK WE REACHED
15,451 CHILDREN

IN 2018, THROUGH OUR WORK
FIGHTING
AND IN

POVERTY
YOUNGER YEARS EDUCATION.

THANKS TO OUR EMERGENCY FUND, THE UK
RESPONDED TO
ACROSS
.

87 EMERGENCIES
38 COUNTRIES

91P IN EVERY £1 WAS COMMITTED TO CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES*.

2. Save the Children cannot guarantee the
complete accuracy of any descriptions or images
provided in the programme and shall not be liable
for any minor discrepancies.
3. Save the Children makes no warranties,
express or implied, with respect to the rarity or
importance of any Items and only warrants the
authenticity of an Item where a certificate of
authenticity is provided.
4. Items may be offered subject to reserves or
amended or withdrawn at any time before the
sale.
5. The Purchaser shall make full payment to the
Save the Children Fund within 14 days of the date
of the Auction in Sterling in the form of cash or
via credit card, cheque (backed by cheque
guarantee card) or bank transfer.
6. Save the Children reserves the right to resell
an Item in the event that a purchaser fails to pay
for or collect the Item within a reasonable period.
7. If an Item is not redeemed by the date stated
in the Item description, no refund will be given.
8. The purchaser shall not be entitled to cancel
their purchase except in circumstances where
they are exercising their statutory rights.

9. Neither shipping nor delivery costs nor any
costs incidental to the participation in a promise
are included in the price at which the lot is
purchased. All items must be collected within six
weeks of the auction.
10. Items are for personal use only and not for
resale, commercial use or donation to another
charitable cause. Additional terms and conditions
as specified in the Item description (such as expiry
dates) and online in the case of silent auctions,
apply and third-party terms and conditions may
also apply.
11. If an Item comprises tickets to an event and
the event is materially changed, purchasers may
reconfirm their purchase or request a refund. A
material change excludes changes to the line-up
in a multi-artist/sportsman event, the use of
understudies or changes to the members of a
band.
12. Subject to section 14, Save the Children’s
liability to the purchaser shall be limited to the
price paid by the purchaser for the Item.
13. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions seeks
to exclude or limit Save the Children’s liability for
death or personal injury caused by its negligence,
fraud or other type of liability which cannot by
law be excluded or limited.
14. All personal data collected by Save the
Children will be used in accordance with
applicable law and Save the Children’s Supporter
Promise.
15. English law and jurisdiction applies to these
Terms and Conditions.

*2018 Annual Report figures published in May 2019 and available upon request
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Save the Children 100 Years Print Portfolio
A fundraising print portfolio by ten
leading international artists including:

Register your interest now at
100years@countereditions.com
and receive exclusive access to buy
the prints at special prelaunch prices.

Photo: Ahmad Baroudi/Save the Children

Martin Creed,
Tracey Emin,
Antony Gormley,
Harland Miller,
David Shrigley,
Rose Wylie,
and more.

ARTICLE 6 – I HAVE THE RIGHT TO LIFE.
Children playing outside one of
Save the Children's child friendly spaces in
North-West Syria.
Our job in Syria is getting harder: it’s not just
about saving children’s lives, it’s also protecting
them from losing hope. War, violence and fear
can’t become their only reality.

countereditions.com/100years

A simple gesture can make a difference to
children’s lives. By supporting one school
you can put a smile on hundreds of faces, by

supporting a clinic you can give back a child’s
life, by providing food vouchers you can give
back families some dignity and independence.
Any act of kindness to the people of Syria –
even if it might seem like a humble contribution
– will bring back HOPE.

£ ANY AMOUNT
will help give the children of Syria HOPE.
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PA R I S

AN OUTSTANDING SHOWCASE FOR
THE FINEST WINES OF FRANCE
Photo: Sacha Myers/Save the Children

ARTICLE 20 – YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO SPECIAL PROTECTION AND HELP IF YOU CAN'T
LIVE WITH YOUR PARENTS.
Fatima, 5 years old, saw her home and family’s
livestock destroyed when Cyclone Idai swept
through her town. She endured the trauma of
losing her relatives and friends in the disaster
and watching helplessly as people drowned in
the floods.
Children are at their most vulnerable when
lost and separated from their families during
natural and conflict disasters. The help and
protection we give while working to find family
members or new safe homes is critical.

£1,050
could provide three family reunification
kits with all the materials we need to
trace these children’s families after
a disaster.

This remarkable selection reflects the formidable variety and complexity of the greatest French terroirs and is
now also available online. An assortment of more than 2500 fine wines, champagnes, spirits and aperitifs. This
impressive collection also boasts rare large formats such as Jeroboams, Imperials, Salmanazars, Balthazars and
Mathusalems. All of these treasures can be shipped locally and internationally in a fast, secure and efficient manner.

www.lacaveduchateau.com
La Cave du Château - 31 avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt 75008 Paris, France.

TONIC OF CHOICE IN
THE WORLD’S BEST BARS

Photo: Souvid Datta/Save the Children

ARTICLE 28 – I HAVE THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION.
One of the most vulnerable slum communities
in Mumbai surrounds the Deonar land-fill
site – the biggest dumping ground in Asia.Very
few children who live on this site have the
opportunity to go to school.

*
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For the 4th year running, Fever-Tree
have been voted the No.1 Best Selling
& Top Trending Tonic Water Brand
by the world’s best bars.

To support these vulnerable children, Save the
Children has established a Mobile Learning
Centre, transforming a bus into a classroom.
The bus is driven into communities giving
children access to education in a safe and
happy environment.

£4,000
could cover the costs of establishing
two Child Friendly Spaces, giving 1,725
children a safe place to learn and play
and feel like kids again – regardless of
their difficult circumstances.

with

PLEASE ENJOY THE UNUSUAL RESPONSIBLY
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WITH THANKS

Our Patron, HRH The Princess Royal for her
unwavering support
Michael and Maureen Edwards and Gene and
Samantha Willson for being our Event Patrons
Helena Bonham Carter, Arabella Duffield and
Dora Loewenstein for their expertise in event
management and for chairing our
Event Committee
David Walliams for being this evening’s host
The Committees for their time, expertise
and generosity
Augustus Martin for the printing sponsorship
Anthony Biggs for being the Artistic Director
Charlotte Mcleod for bringing to life the story of
our founder, Eglantyne Jebb
Emeli Sandé, Sue Perkins, Joely Richardson and
Helena Bonham Carter for their performances

HRH Prince Robert of Luxembourg, Château
Haut-Brion & Clarence Dillon Wines for their
continued support in providing the wines
Luke Evans and Poppy Delevingne for their
ongoing support
Lisa Wrake for the animation design
Hector Mcleod and Glassworks for
production support
Paul Pacifico for being the Musical Director
William Grant Foundation for Hendrick’s Gin
Tovaritch Spirits International SA for
Tovaritch Vodka
Fever Tree for the mixers
Tony Arney, Ampleaward for the Champagne
To all the auction donors an enormous thank you
for being so generous

Chickenshed for rehearsing and organising the
children’s performances

Ark Conway Primary School

Sandra Ewart

pixl evolution

Pete Barford

Victoria Owen, Tim Gooding
and all at GDC

Sally Renny

Adam Bassett, Miriam Bull
and all at WBD

Givergy

Blackout Ltd

Hildon

Anita Brocart

inGenius Productions

Ed Clarke

Ginny Kearns

Kate Cooper

James Hurworth, Glen Sutton,
Mim Etchells, Karl Thompson and
all the team at Mustard Catering

Donna Coulling
DeltaLive
Ashley Devaney
James Dunbar
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Neg Earth Lights Ltd
Richard Olivieri Design

Lucy Shaffer, Hannah Pierce,
Claire Griffin, Steve Royle
and all at the Roundhouse
Oxana Bendall and all at
Specific Music
Eloise Smith
To all the Save the Children
volunteers for giving up their time
And all the many others who
wish to remain anonymous

YOUR CENTENARY DONATION
WILL SAVE CHILDREN’S LIVES

